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SC-3 by JuiceMatic Plus, Inc.
1-800-627-2886

The only NSF Certifed 
Sugarcane Juicer on 
the market!

Manufactured by 
JuiceMatic Plus, Inc.

“Patent Pending!”



Invest in Quality
The SC-3 is constructed with stainless steel that will 
hold up wonderfully in any busy environment. It 
utilizes a safety switch to prevent customer access 
to the machine when the front guard is removed. 

Juicernet offers a full one-year (1) warranty on 
parts, one of the longest warranties in the business 
because we stand behind our products 100%.

Since 1982, we have been specializing in juicers 
and corers with the highest quality equipment 
available in the industry today and have 
juicers that will process anything from apples to 
wheatgrass. We take pride in our customer service 
and support.
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The SC-3 features three stainless steel rollers, with the 
bottom roller being threaded to reduce splashing and 
guide the juice into your container. As you can see in 
the diagram (pictured below), the SC-3 is extremely 
easy to disassemble. The rollers, along with the juice 
compartment, are removable for easy cleaning. Just 
wipe down the  machine with a mild detergent and 
you are finished.  

This machine also features an overload protection that 
will protect the motor in case the machine jams. In the 
event this does occur, the forward and reverse switch 
will unjam the unit. The featured gear box reduces the 
stress on  the ½ HP motor, while adding more torque to 
process even the toughest sugarcane. 

Space-saving Specifications:
Inlet hole diameter: 2¼ inches 
Output speed: 15 rpm 
Net/Gross weight: 198 Ibs / 223 lbs 
Length: 
Width: 
Height: 

27 inches 
9.5 inches 
19 inches 

Motor: 110, ½ HP 10 amps
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Simple to disassemble.

Important
Sugarcane Tip:

We highly recommended that you 
use 2 ft. length sugarane with a 

diameter of up to 2-1/4 in. 
and cut at an angle. 

ONE (1) PASS ONLY–
Do not fold and

reuse sugarcane!



Numerous Profitable Serving Options

Serve Over Ice Mix for Mojitos Make Lemonade

10 Benefits of Drinking
Sugarcane Juice

The above statements are not intended to diagnose or treat disease.
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 Great preventive and healing source for sore throat, cold and flu.

 Strengthens the stomach, kidneys, heart, eyes, and brain.

   Contains iron and a variety of essential vitamins.

 Refreshes and energizes the body instantly as it is rich in carbohydrates.
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